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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Work Motivation
Online multimedia repositories are rapidly growing and becoming evermore consol-
idated as key knowledge assets. This is particularly true in the area of education,
where large repositories of video lectures are being established. In this line, the Uni-
versitat Politènica de València (UPV) implemented its poliMedia platform system
for the cost-effective creation and publication of quality educational video lectures
[pol07]. It now has a collection of more than 9000 video lectures created by more
than 1200 professors.
It is important to note that some studies about the usage of these video lectures
has been performed ([LSCN13]), and all of them remark the importance of having
transcriptions of the video lectures ([FII06]) for different purposes. For instance,
searching on the video lecture content ([RGM08]), translate it to achieve greater
scope, or facilitate the access for people with disabilities ([Wal06]).
In the present work we study the process of supervision the transcriptions for video
lectures generated by an automatic speech recognition system. These supervisions
have been performed by different professors, and have been duly studied to improve
the time and quality of the supervision process. These supervisions were performed
under the Docencia en Red action plan to boost the usage of digital resources at the
UPV university.
The goal of this master thesis is to evaluate models, tools and the integration
progress of the transLectures European project [SdAG+12] in a real-life yet controlled
setting. Other important goal of the present work, is to develop the best possible
interaction model and user interface experience, to make easy and reduce the time of
the computer-professor interaction [LMR08].
The rest of the master thesis is as follows: First, in this section we introduce some
basic concepts of our work, then in Section 2 we introduce the poliMedia platform
where video lectures belong, next we present our Automatic Speech Recognition System
in Section 3, also the Web Player used for the evaluations will be presented in Section
4. The most important part of this master thesis will be explained in Sections 5
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and 6, and are about the evaluation with the professors and the data and results
obtained. As we will explain in detail, these evaluations were performed on three
different phases, in which three different interaction models were evaluated. Finally,
in Section 7 some conclusions will be draw. It is important to note that a detailed
statistics of all the evaluations performed are described in the appendices A and B.
1.2 Evaluation Metrics
To carry out the performance evaluations of our system, we must use the appropriate
metrics when try to measure the supervision performed by the professors. Then,
based on such metrics we can perform improvements to our system in order to obtain
a better supervision models. For this reason, we will use two well-spread metrics
that provide a reliable measurement capability: one to measure the errors in the
transcriptions, and another to measure the relative time spent on the supervisions.
The metric used to measure the errors in the transcriptions is theWord Error Rate
or WER. In order to compute this metric we need a reference transcription (with the
correct content) and the inaccurate transcription from which we need to calculate
the WER. This metric (E) is computed as the number of insertions (ni), deletions
(nd) and substitutions (ns) between these two transcriptions divided by the number
of words in the reference (nr) as we can observe on the next equation.
E =
ns + ni + nd
nr
(1.1)
On the other hand, the metric used to measure the time spent by the professors
on the supervision is the Real Time Factor abbreviated as RTF. This measure (R)
takes the time to process the input (P ) and the duration of the video lecture (T ), and
is defined as the ratio of these two values.
R =
P
T
(1.2)
Finally, it is important to note that secondary metrics as the number of times
listened each segment or the seconds needed to correct one word, were used on this
document but of its simplicity, these metrics not need an introduction.
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2.1 poliMedia Platform
The poliMedia platform is a recent, innovative service for the creation and distribution
of multimedia educational content at the UPV [pol07]. It is designed to allow UPV
professors to record and publish their own video lectures, accompanied by time-aligned
slides. It serves to more than 36000 students and 2800 professors. poliMedia started
on the 2008 and has been already exported to several universities. The UPV repository
has 9222 lectures recorded by more than 1302 speakers, like we can see on table 2.1.
Tables 2.1: Basic statistics of the complete poliMedia repository
Number of lectures 9222
Duration (in hours) 2102
Avg. lecture length (in minutes) 13
Number of speakers 1302
Avg. Lectures per Speaker 7
The production process of the poliMedia platform has been carefully designed to
achieve a high rate of production with high quality. The poliMedia studio is a 4 meter
room with a white background in which all the necessary equipment for the recording
is available for the professors. The studio during a recording session can be observed
at Figure 2.1.
To record a Video Lecture the speakers are requested to come to the studio with
their slides. The speaker performs the presentation, while the computer’s screen and
the speaker are recorded at the same time. Finally, a post-process is applied to the
raw recordings and the final poliMedia video is generated.
All the video lectures generated on the poliMedia platform, follow a standard
format, representative of the platform. This format is a join view of the professor,
and the computer screen with time-aligned slides, as we can observe at Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: The poliMedia recording studio during a recording session
Figure 2.2: The final Video Lecture after a poliMedia recording session
Finally, it is important to note, that the poliMedia repository has been automat-
ically transcribed using an Automatic Speech Recognition System (abbreviated as
ASR) developed by the transLectures project [SdAG+12] and presented in Section 3.
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2.2 poliMedia Corpus
In order to automatically transcribe all the poliMedia repository, our ASR systems
needs relevant sample data of the repository. To this purpose, 114 hours of Spanish
poliMedia video lectures were manually transcribed. This manually transcribed data
were partitioned into training, development and test sets in order to train, tuning and
evaluate our ASR systems. The statistics on these three sets are shown in Table 2.2.
Tables 2.2: Statistics of the training, development and test partitions
Training Development Test
Videos 655 26 23
Speakers 73 5 5
Hours 107h 3.8h 3.4h
Sentences 39.2K 1.3K 1.1K
Words 936K 35K 31K
Vocabulary 26.9K 4.7K 4.3K
Furthermore, it is important to note that we have opted for some conventions
when making these manual transcriptions, in order to adequately represent the oral
disfluencies in the speech. These conventions are the follows:
1. We identify the professor on each video, as well as their gender.
2. The audio is segmented into time-aligned segments with their transcription.
3. When occurs a disfluency, it is transcribed using the following standard notation:
/sound pronounced/correct word/
4. When there is a long silence a segment with the transcription [background sound]
was created.
5. When occurs a short silence we add the /SF// to the transcription text.
The laborious task of manually transcribe these video lectures has an average RTF
of 10, like the obtained in important publications [MPZ09] of this topic. Examples of
the result transcription can be observed in Table 2.3.
Tables 2.3: Some transcribed segments extracted form the corpus
Seg. Length Transcription
1 3.1s El bucle for /ich/each/ es un bucle que itera una lista.
2 1.9s Por ejemplo, la variable entera /jota/J/.
3 4.0s Se trata /e//, de una sentencia realmente útil.
4 5.4s No olvideis /que que/que/ no existe en /ce/C/.
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3.1 Recognition System
The Automatic Speech Recognition System used to generate the transcriptions of
the poliMedia Video Lecture Repository [pol07] was developed under the transLec-
tures European project [SdAG+12]. The system is called transLectures-UPV toolkit
[tUT13] abbreviated as TLK, and uses the state-of-the-art techniques of Pattern
Recognition and Statistical Machine Learning [YEK+02].
The process of generating the transcriptions from a video with TLK consists of five
steps, as seen in Figure 3.2: audio preprocessing, extracting and segmentation; feature
extraction and normalization based on the previous audio segments; an statistical
speech recognition with basic models; a feature transformation with the Constrained
Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression or CMLLR [FLBG07] technique; and a second
speech recognition with speaker adapted models and the transformed features. These
last two steps are part of the unsupervised massive adaptation that will be explained
in Section 3.2.
The audio preprocessing consists in extracting the audio from video and convert it
to a WAV format with 16KHz of frequency and a mono channel. Then, an audio seg-
mentation process is carried out with Hidden Markov Models [Rab89] models trained
with two classes (speech and silence) at frame level. Finally, the consecutive frames
of speech type are cut off the audio signal, and passed to next step in order to extract
features.
Feature extraction of audio segments is a fast process with a RTF lower than 0.1.
Basically, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) [RJ93] are extracted from
audio and normalized by mean 0 and variance 1. Of course, the same process is
applied to the training acoustic features, used to train the acoustic models needed in
the next recognition step.
The speech recognition process is the most complex of our system, and uses previ-
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Figure 3.1: Automatic process to obtain transcriptions from a video lecture
ously trained acoustic and language models on the TLK to obtain the transcription of
the audio segments passed as input. The acoustic model is a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) with 3 states for each triphoneme (group of three phonemes supposedly pro-
nounced) which emits with a mixture of Gaussian models (for learning the variations
in pronunciation). On the other hand, the language model of our baseline was trained
with the poliMedia training partition, but after, we improve it using an interpolation
with external resources like Google N-Grams [MSA+].
3.2 Massive Adaptation
Massive adaptation of general-purpose ASR models can be performed on the basis of
video variables, such as speaker, topic, time-aligned slides (if are available) or previ-
ously supervised transcriptions. In order to make this adaptation some techniques on
the state-of-the-art are used by our TLK toolkit. Basically we perform two types of
adaptation: the unsupervised speaker adaptation and the supervised adaptation of
speaker and topic.
The unsupervised speaker adaptation step is performed by transform the acoustic
features with the CMLLR [FLBG07] technique. In order to make this linear trans-
formation, a matrix is trained with the basic acoustic features and the result of the
first speech recognition. Then, with this matrix we transform the acoustic features
and generate new features that will be used on a second speech recognition process.
The final step is a second speech recognition process similar to the previous one,
but using an acoustic model trained before with the transformed features. The lan-
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guage model remains the same of the basic recognition, because no topic adaptation
is performed now. The result of this second recognition is the transcription of the
input video, that we employ on all the phases of the evaluation.
Figure 3.2: Unsupervised speaker adaptation performed to all transcriptions
On the one hand, for the supervised speaker adaptation the Maximum Likelihood
Linear Regression or MLLR [Gal98] are performed on our acoustic models. This
adaptation uses the previously supervised transcriptions of the same speaker, and the
time-aligned audio of them, in order to adapt the acoustic model to the speaker.
On the other hand, for the supervised topic adaptation we improve the language
model using the previously supervised transcriptions of the same topic, topic related
documents automatically extracted on the web, and time-aligned slides (if are avail-
able) [MVdAAFJ13]. With this extra and topic-related data, we perform a new
language model which will be interpolated with the generic model to adapt it to our
particular topic.
It is important to note that the supervised adaptation of speaker and topic is used
only on the third phase of our evaluation, as we explain in Section 5.4.
3.3 Intelligent Interaction
The intelligent interaction [SGC+13] is a user-computer interaction model used to
supervise the transcriptions, designed to improve the commonly used manual interac-
tion. The basis of this intelligent interaction mode are the word confidence measure
[SJV12], which are a way to measure the correctness of one word recognised by our
classifier. Ideally, in an automatic speech recognition system not accurate, like ours,
the words with lower confidence measure shall be the incorrect.
PRHLT-DSIC-UPV 9
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In our experiments on the poliMedia corpus, we have concluded that these con-
fidence measures correctly detects the 40% of all the incorrectly recognised words.
Considering that only one in five words is wrong these confidence measures help us to
improve the random detection, increasing the rate of accuracy form the 20% to 40%.
Returning to the intelligent interaction, comment that this model is about jump
across the words with lower confidence measure, allowing to the user listen and su-
pervise only these words (in some cases with a bit context added to improve the
comprehension). In an ideal case, this strategy optimally corrects all incorrect words,
avoiding to the user listen and supervise the correct parts of the transcription gener-
ated automatically.
Once we made a supervision with the intelligent interaction, we can re-transcribe
the video using the supervised words to achieve even higher quality on the transcrip-
tion, using a constrained recognition with the TLK. The constrained search of the
ASR system [SGC+13] allow to preserve such supervisions and improve the context
of these, when force the ASR system to recognize them in the proper position.
3.4 System Evaluation
In order to evaluate the quality of the transcriptions generated automatically by
the TLK, we perform exhaustive scientific experiments [SCPGdMJ+13], evaluated in
terms of WER. Our baseline system is composed with a basic language model without
external resources, and only the first recognition process. Then, two improvements
adding external resources to the language model and the CMLLR speaker adaptation
for the acoustic, were added to our baseline system.
Tables 3.1: Evolution of the transcription quality on the poliMedia corpus
System WER
Baseline 36.0
+External Resources 30.3
+Speaker Adaptation (CMLLR) 24.6
As we can observe in Table 3.1, our baseline system achieves 36.0 WER points
using the poliMedia resources, that is significantly improved to 30.3WER points when
external linguistic resources are employed on the language model. The application of
unsupervised adaptation techniques (CMLLR) produces a notable improvement on
the transcription quality decreasing the WER to 24.6. Finally, is important to note
that the RTF used to automatically transcribe one video with the TLK is about 4 in
one processor, but as we use distributed computation this RTF is reduced in inverse
proportion to the number of cpu’s.
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4.1 Player Interface
A HTML5 video player and transcription editor has been carefully designed [VMGdMCJ12]
for their supervision task in order to obtain cost-effective captions of an acceptable
quality in exchange for a minimum amount of user effort.
Three alternate editing layouts are available for users, to choose according to their
personal preferences. The default layout is an horizontal editing interface with the
video playback on the left and transcription editor on the right. The vertical layout
(with the video playback on the top and transcription editor on the bottom) and the
subtitle-view layout (with the transcription editor on the video) are the other two
layouts available on our player. The default horizontal layout is shown at Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Player interface for batch interaction with horizontal layout
Additionally, a complete set of key shortcuts has been implemented to enhance
expert user capabilities. Other helpful features are being continuously added to the
editor in response to the user feedback.
11
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4.2 Intelligent Interaction
Our web player has a complete implementation of the Intelligent Interaction for cost-
effective supervision. Basically, as shown at Figure 4.2, this interaction mode mark
in red the words with low confidence measure, and jump across that words to allow
to the user perform the supervision of that words.
The rest of the player remains as explained in Section 4.1 in order to make the
interface user-friendly. Also, new key shortcuts has been implemented to full support
the keyboard supervision with the keyboard.
Figure 4.2: Player interface for the edition box with the intelligent interaction
The user can customize the time that want to spend on the supervision and the
context words that need to understand correctly the asked word. With this values
the system calculates the percentage of words with lower confidence measure that the
user will supervise, and starts the supervision automatically.
When the supervision finish, if the quality of the resulting transcription is not
as accurate as the user would like, the previous parameters can be changed and the
web player will automatically recalculate the words to supervise. This can be done
as many times as the user want until all words become supervised.
12 PRHLT-DSIC-UPV
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4.3 Statistics Collector
A very important part of our HTML5 player is the Statistics Collector, that will collect
the usage statistics of the supervision without interfering with the user interaction
and interface. The data are collected at three levels: global, segment and word.
At global level we extract some relevant data such the supervision time, the global
WER of the video after the supervision, the layout used on the supervision, the
number of function keys and clicks performed, the number of segments supervised,
and other complementary data.
At segment level we have the supervision time, the number of words corrected and
correct, the number of clicks and keys performed, the number of times listened the
segment, the WER of the segment, the supervision type, and some complementary
data. Ultimately, at word level, we obtain the supervision time, if the word has
changed or not, the number of times listened, and the number of clicks and keys
performed.
Figure 4.3: Statistics file processed and extracted by our Statistics Collector
Of course with this data, we can aggregate, summarize and extract different us-
age statistics. We use these usage statistics in order to create user models, analyze
different usage profiles, and drawing robust conclusions that will improve the whole
system.
PRHLT-DSIC-UPV 13
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Evaluation on Docencia en
Red
5.1 Planning of the Evaluation
This study was carried out under the "Docencia en Red" UPV program which aims
to encourage the development of learning resources to be used via new technologies.
Specifically in the 2013 call, was convened a transcriptions pilot of video learning
objects of the poliMedia platform (see Section 2.1).
During the program, professors must supervise and correct the transcriptions of
5 of their poliMedia videos that were generated using the state-of-the-art automatic
speech recognition technology presented in Section 3.1. These 5 videos supervised by
the professors were distributed in 3 distinct phases, in order to aim improvements on
the interface and the interaction models used at the end of each phase.
• First phase: Professors manually supervise the first video lecture. The video
automatically plays and transcriptions are displayed in a synchronized man-
ner. When the professors detects an error, they can change the contents of the
transcription that is being shown on that time.
• Second phase: We introduce a word level intelligent interaction model, where
the system jumps between the words that they consider inaccurate (using word
confidence measures). The professors listens and supervise only these words
(with a bit of context to make easier the understanding) of the second and third
video lectures.
• Third phase: Using manual supervision interface (of the first phase), we ask to
professors only for the inaccurate words (like on second phase) of their fourth
and fifth video lectures. This supervision is used to automatically re-transcribe
better that video lectures. Then, the video lectured are resubmitted to profes-
sors for a fast manual supervision.
15
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It is important to note that at the end of each phase, the professors filled a brief
satisfaction survey in order to collect subjective information about that phase. The
objective information is automatically collected by the transLectures web player, like
we explain in Section 4.3.
5.2 First phase: Manual Supervision
In the first phase, 20 professors completely supervise the transcription of their first
video lecture using the web player presented in Section 4. Each professor was pro-
vided with personal credentials to have access to her own private area showing their
video lectures. Once the professor logs into the web player and selects a video, the
web player is automatically loaded allowing to start with the supervision of the tran-
scription. The web player shows the video lecture and its corresponding transcription
in a synchronised manner, letting the user read the transcription while the video is
being played. When the professor detects an error in the transcription, can modify
the content of the segment the video by pressing the Intro key or clicking on the
segment.
A preliminary round of phase one was carried out with two professors, use a draft
version of the web player. It was important that the backgrounds of these two pro-
fessors (computer science and architecture) differed to obtain consistent opinions of
the interface usability. The two professors presented very different user interaction
patterns, for instance, with the computer science professor the interaction was done
primarily using the keyboard, while the architecture professor showed a clear prefer-
ence for the mouse. Based on the feedback from these first two professors, we were
able to improve the web player after the start of the phase one.
The remaining eighteen professors supervise the first of their video lectures using
this updated version of the web player. When professor finish the supervision and
saves the changes, the new correct transcription overwrites the inaccurate; and some
extra information of the professor interaction is saved, as it is explained in Section
4.3.
5.3 Second phase: Intelligent Interaction
In the second phase, a the intelligent interaction was introduced in order to evaluate
if professors could supervise their transcriptions more efficiently. This new interaction
protocol based on the word-level confidence measures was presented in Section 3.3.
The idea behind intelligent interaction is to focus professor attention on the words
more likely to be wrong [SGC+13]. A 10-20% of low confidence words are presented
to the professor, and each word is provided with few context words, so they could
be easily listened and corrected. Ideally, if perfect confidence measure were available,
the professor would only need to supervise those words.
In this phase, professors were activated by default the intelligent interaction mode
of the user interface (presented in Section 4.2), but they had the option to switch
to the manual supervision mode. In our evaluation, only 12 out of 23 professors
16 PRHLT-DSIC-UPV
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involved completely finish the supervision of at least one of their video lectures using
the intelligent interaction mode. The main reason for professors to abandon this mode
was that it could not guarantee to obtain perfect transcriptions, so they decided to
switch to the manual supervision.
5.4 Third phase: Two-step Supervision
The third phase was divided into two rounds, essentially a combination of the previous
two phases. In the first round, 15 professors partially supervise the transcription of
two of their videos in a similar manner to the previous phase. Then, the massive adap-
tation systems presented in Section 3.2 were trained to regenerate the transcriptions
with higher quality [SCSSJ12]. Finally, the second round consists in the complete
supervision of the regenerated transcriptions as performed in the first phase.
In the first round the professors supervised some segments of four words in which
the last word has a low confidence measure. These segments were presented to the
professor in increasing order of confidence measure, until one of this three conditions
were met:
1. The supervision time reached double the duration of the video.
2. There are not corrections on five consecutive segments.
3. The 20% of words with low confidence measure were supervised.
The supervision process of this first round can be seen in Figure 5.1. Second round
is a simple manual supervision of the re-transcribed video lecture like done on first
phase. Ideally, the time spent on this supervision should be much lower than the
needed on phase one.
Figure 5.1: Snapshot of the supervision on the first round of phase 3
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Results of the Evaluation
6.1 First phase: Manual Supervision
This phase involved 20 professors, who have supervise one of their poliMedia videos
as explained in Section 5.2. Note that we draw these results analyzing and processing
all the data extracted by the transLectures player from the supervisions.
The first two professors that perform the preliminary round, give us several impor-
tant conclusions, in order to prepare the first phase. The first important conclusion
is the optimum length in words of one transcription segment, which is located in the
range of 10-15 words, although it is acceptable within the range 4-20. Above this
range the time supervision of a segment increases exponentially, whereas below is the
number of reproductions who increases exponentially. This shorter length allows the
user to more easily remember what was said in the video and therefore more efficiently
correct the words incorrectly recognised by our system. Secondly, a Search & Replace
function was incorporated into the web player, at the suggestion of our computer
science professor. Finally, both professors suggested that transcription segments be
automatically validated as soon as the corresponding video segment has been played.
After this preliminary round, the other 18 professors also perform the supervision
of their Video Lectures, and many important results derived from such supervisions.
Firstly, is very important to note that the average Real Time Factor used to supervise
the video lectures was around 5.6, and the average number of times listened each
segment was 3. This is large improvement approximately of the 45% compared with
the 10 RTF needed to make a transcription with the same quality form scratch (see
Section 2.2) [MPZ09].
Also, the averageWord Error Rate between the professors supervised transcription
and the recognised transcription by our system is 16.9 WER points, which is consistent
with the scientific results presented in Section 3.1, and effectively indicate to us that
the outcome of the supervisions is a perfect transcription.
Based on the interactions at segment level, we have proposed a model for the pro-
fessors, which allows to correlating the number of corrected words on the supervision
with the time (T ) spent on it. The variables involved on this model are the number of
19
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Figure 6.1: The Search & Replace function incorporated into the web player
incorrect (wi) and correct (wc) words after the professor supervision on each segment,
and the coefficients (a and b) estimated by a linear regression.
T = a ∗ wi + b ∗ wc (6.1)
The results of the linear regression are consistent and clear: the incorrect words
takes an average of 4.64 seconds to be supervised with a standard deviation of 0.16,
and the correct words takes 1.16 seconds with a standard deviation of 0.05 seconds.
The r-squared is 0.82 with p-value smaller than 2.2 ∗ 10−16, so the proposed model
for the interaction professor-computer is representative of the data and population.
This means that correct an incorrect recognised word takes 4 times the time spent to
supervise a correct word.
The final important conclusion is abut our interface and the professor-computer
interaction on this phase, that can be summarized into a 9.1 out of 10 on the satisfac-
tion surveys filled by professors. This means that this interaction mode has been well
accepted by professors, and provided very good results in terms of time and quality.
The proposals received from the professors reinforce this conclusion, because only
small usability details and new features were reported at the end of this phase, as we
can see below:
1. Allow to change the font size and color.
2. Allow to download the subtitles.
3. Automatically save the supervisions.
4. Reduce the initial loading time.
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6.2 Second phase: Intelligent Interaction
The second phase has been carried out (using the intelligent interaction) by 12 pro-
fessors with a total of 18 videos, who supervise one or two of their poliMedia videos
as explained in Section 5.3. However, 14 professors perform the supervision of 22 of
their poliMedia video lectures with the manual interaction mode used on the first
phase. The main reason why these professors made this phase using the manual
supervision, is because they find that could not leave their transcriptions perfectly
corrected, and decided to carry out the supervision as in the first phase. On this
phase we extract comparable data with the previous phase, to observe the impact of
this new interaction model.
About the extracted data of the intelligent interaction, it is important to note that,
the average Real Time Factor has been halved to 2.2, and the average number of times
listened each segment remains similar with a value of 2.6. This drastic reduction of
the RTF occurs because the professor only needs listen and supervise the words with
low confidence, and not all the words of the video lecture as in the previous phase.
The main problem of this interaction model is that does not correct all the errors on
the transcription. This issue is reflected in the supervision Word Error Rate which is
8.0, instead of 0.0 after the professor’s supervision. In order to compute this WER, on
this phase we (the transcription experts) perform a full correction of the transcriptions
supervised with the intelligent interaction mode and recalculated the WER at the end,
that becomes 14.5. This WER is the original transcriptionWER obtained by our ASR
system. This means that this interaction mode effectively corrects in less than half of
the previous phase time, more than the half of the inaccurate words.
About the supervision time at word level, we obtain that the average time to
correct one incorrect word is 4.9 seconds, and to supervise one correct word is 3.2. If
we compare these results with the extracted on the phase one, we can observe that
the time to correct one incorrect word is very similar. However, the supervision time
of a correct word is greater due to the interaction model assumed that the word is
incorrect (because is marked by the confidence measure), and automatically enters in
edition mode that it takes some time to leave. So with this interaction model, the
times needed to supervise a correct word and an incorrect word tends to equalize.
The data extracted by the other 14 professors who perform the supervision of 22
video lectures as in the first phase, only confirms all that we presented in Section 6.1:
The RTF remains around 5.2 and the WER of the automatic transcriptions is about
19.5, with an average number of times listened each segment about 3.1.
The main conclusion about the use of this interaction model is clear: the professors
want their transcriptions to be perfect, while intelligent interaction aims at reducing
the number of transcription errors in a limited amount of time. These two objectives
are very different so at the end the professors declined this model. On the satisfaction
surveys filled by professors this has a clear impact lowering the overall system score
to 7.2 of 10. It is important to note that all the proposals done by the professors are
in the line of give freedom to the intelligent interaction:
1. Allow to edit words out of the intelligent interaction guide.
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2. Unlimited use of the expansion arrows to allow correct the entire segment.
3. Auto validate one correct word all the times that appears on the transcription.
4. Allow to return backward through the intelligent interaction changes.
5. Automatically remove consecutive repeated words before the supervision.
Despite these results, the intelligent interaction model works properly and meets
its goal, so we need readjust this model, and focus it to meet the professor’s objective:
leave the transcription perfectly corrected. This is the line that we follow to design
and perform the third phase.
6.3 Third phase: Two-step Supervision
The complete process of this two-step evaluation explained in Section 5.4, has been
successfully performed by 15 professors with 26 video lectures of the poliMedia plat-
form. First of all, it is important to note that these videos initially have 28.4 WER,
so our starting point is worse than for the other two phases. This has come when
we choose the video lectures for the professor’s supervisions based on the confidence
measure, so the videos better recognized were presented in the first two phases.
On the first round the professors supervised some segments of four words in which
the last word has a low confidence measure. The average time spent on this phase is of
1.4 RTF lowering the WER to 25.0, because more strict stop conditions were imposed
compared with the phase two, as we explain in Section 5.4. Then, the supervised
massive adaptation systems presented in Section 3.2 were trained to regenerate the
transcriptions with higher quality, automatically lowering the WER to 18.7. This
means that after the first round we obtain an improvement on the transcription of
the 34% with only 1.4 RTF spent by the professor.
On the second round a full manual supervision of these re-transcribed video lec-
tures were performed by the professors, leaving the transcriptions perfect (without
errors), employing an average of 3.9 RTF. This means that the whole process of su-
pervision with this interaction model and a significantly worse starting point, has
resulted in a 5.3 RTF, which is better that the RTF obtained on phase one. A brief
summary of the results obtained can be observed on Table 6.1.
Tables 6.1: Summary of results obtained in Two-step Supervision
Step WER RTF
Recognised Transcription 28.4 -
First Round 25.0 1.4
Massive Adaptation 18.7 -
Second Round 0.0 3.9
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Finally, it must be remarked that professor’s comments indicate that although
with this two-step supervision the professors perceive a little improvement in time
and transcription quality, this improvement is not significant enough to encourage
them to perform the supervision in two rounds instead of in one.
1. I spent a similar time reviewing the last two videos and the first received.
2. The transcription has been improved compared with received on first phase.
At the end, despite we reduce a bit the time needed by professors on the super-
vision task, the survey is not as good as in the first phase because they must do the
supervision in two phases, restriction that they dislike. We obtain a mark of 7.8 of
10 for this interaction model on the satisfaction survey.
6.4 Comparison of the Interaction Models
On the previous sections we present the results of the evaluation of three interaction
models, but it is important to make a comparison and define the strengths and weak-
nesses of each model. A brief comparison between all the interaction protocols can be
found in Table 6.2, which summarizes the results presented in the previous sections.
Tables 6.2: Comparison between all the interaction models studied
Interaction Model Initial WER Final WER Professor RTF
Transcribe from Scratch 24.6 0.0 10.0
Manual Supervision 16.9 0.0 5.6
Intelligent Interaction 14.5 8.0 2.2
Two-Step Supervision 28.4 0.0 5.3
The manual supervision is the most welcome by professors because is simple,
effective and provide perfect transcriptions at low user effort. However, the intelligent
interaction model provide very good results with the lower possible user effort, but it
has the main drawback that does not allow to leave the transcription perfect. Finally,
the two-step supervision allows to leave perfect transcriptions with user effort lower
than needed for the manual model, but forces perform the transcription in two sessions
separated in time.
Clearly, following this analysis, for the college professor user’s profile the most
appropriate model is the manual supervision, at least until we adapt the other two
interaction models to the specific needs of this role that follow the next requirements:
• Make the interface and process as simple as possible.
• Provide perfect transcriptions after supervision.
• Minimise user time devoted to supervision.
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Conclusions and Future
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7.1 General Conclusions
In this master thesis we present a full evaluation of the supervision of automati-
cally generated transcriptions of poliMedia Video Lectures, under the Docencia en
Red UPV action plan and the European transLectures project. First we present the
poliMedia platform on which all the Video Lectures belongs. Then we present our
Automatic Speech Recognition System and the Web Player used to make the su-
pervisions. Of course, we present and focus on the evaluation with the professors.
This evaluation consists of three distinct phases, on which three different interaction
protocols were tested and proved with real users, that we listed below:
• Manual supervision.
• Intelligent Interaction.
• Two-Step Supervision.
As previously analysed, professors welcome manual supervisions of their transcrip-
tions for its simplicity and the capability of providing perfect transcriptions with low
effort. The intelligent interaction model provide very low user effort, but has the draw-
back that does not leave the transcription perfect. The two-step supervision provide
perfect transcriptions with the lower user effort, but it splits the transcription process
in two different sessions.
At the end, our user’s profile (college professor) requires making the interface and
process simple, let the transcription perfect with the minimum time possible, and
make the work in one session with extensive deadlines. With this profile the best
model is the manual supervision, as the evaluations confirm; but some changes on the
other two interaction models can adapt them to the user’s profile, as we propose in
Section 7.3.
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Finally, it is important to note that our system has been accepted by the professor
with the three interaction protocols, as we can observe on the satisfaction surveys.
All the interaction models have a mark greater than 7 of 10, pointing out that the
manual exceeds the 9 out of 10. Also compared to make the transcription from
scratch, our system obtains a perfect transcription in half the time, and a good quality
transcription in a quarter of time. So effectively we can conclude that our system has
been a hit with professors, achieving all our goals.
7.2 Contributions
As the work presented here is very extensive, it is important to highlight the contri-
butions of this master thesis, which are listed below:
• Feature extraction (MFCC) of the Automatic Speech Recognition System.
• Testing different baselines and configurations of our ASR System.
• Developed the statistics collector of our online web player.
• Planning and execution of the user’s evaluation (the three phases).
• Data analysis and knowledge extraction from the evaluations.
• Preparation, writing and submission of associated publications.
The scientific publications related to this work are listed below. The title or
authors of the last publication may change slightly util we send it.
• Integrating a state-of-the-art ASR system into the Opencast Matterhorn plat-
form. Juan Daniel Valor Miró, Alejandro Pérez González de Martos, Jorge
Civera and Alfons Juan. IberSPEECH 2012, vol. CCIS 328, Springer, p.
237–246, November 2012, Madrid (Spain).
• Evaluating intelligent interfaces for post-editing automatic transcriptions of on-
line video lectures. J.D. Valor Miró, R.N. Spencer, A. Pérez González de Martos,
G. Garcés Díaz-Munío, C. Turró, J. Civera and A. Juan. EADTU Conference.
Submitted. October 2013, Paris (France).
• Evaluation of innovative interaction protocols for post-editing automatic video
lecture transcriptions. Juan Daniel Valor Miró, Jorge Civera and Alfons Juan.
Computers & Education. Elsevier. In preparation.
7.3 Future Work
Considering the success of the evaluations, the future work will be defined by different
changes and improvements in the intelligent models of interaction with the professors.
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On the one hand, future lines of research on the intelligent interaction mode will
focus on combining the full control allowed in manual supervision and the use of con-
fidence measures in a way that professors find useful and usable. For instance, an
interface where it was possible to switch from complete supervision mode to intelli-
gent interaction mode, depending on the perceived quality of the present transcription
segment, might be better received by professors. Also is interesting allow the super-
vision of words out of the guidance of the intelligent interaction protocol, to obtain
the transcription perfectly corrected.
On the other hand, about the two-step interaction, it will be very interesting to
merge on the first round words of all the video lectures that the professor must done
with this method. This will reduce the number of working sessions to one plus the
number of video lectures, instead of two multiplied by the number of video lectures.
This evaluation setup is expected to reduce the Real Time Factor to supervise auto-
matically generated transcriptions
Finally, another important and interesting research line will be to apply these
evaluations to automatically generated translations of previously supervised video
lecture transcriptions. As the translation process is more complex, probably the
results will be very different. On this line it is important to note that while the
correct transcription is unique, there are many possible translations which can be
considered correct.
As the reader may guess, all the presented interaction models must be revised and
adapted to the translation case study.
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Appendix A
Detailed Usage Statistics
A.1 First phase: Manual Supervision
In Table A.1 we can see the detailed results of the first phase describing WER, RTF
and the specific video lecture.
Tables A.1: Detailed results of the first phase supervisions
WER RTF Video Lecture ID
9.9 5.8 14646d99-d43c-4b4d-8e03-1ff33c550abf
14.3 5.3 173f8edb-916f-6c46-ad43-d5666037dabd
23.5 5.4 1a05718d-14e6-2346-b978-3f1780efd331
19.0 3.5 27974c54-7c48-154d-955e-eca0fb4ac6a8
15.9 7.8 2d3da0fc-54c5-a54f-9a4a-c7317cc698e7
9.6 3.9 30168dfd-1b30-764d-be5c-498987d36338
30.5 7.2 317c9ca8-301b-2a4b-b2db-410b13126a4a
32.9 6.4 3aa2e4e4-fd48-1b4b-8e39-d10de519db5e
11.7 3.7 4c3a3eae-85a0-4b41-ad21-5f6eebfc4f44
17.8 5.7 528baa97-d5b1-964b-ba0d-a17e8736ed12
6.8 2.8 5c2b1eb2-c3bf-a54d-b998-a87cfdcd510c
14.7 7.4 5ef43709-af28-0540-b8d4-e485f51baa5d
6.9 2.8 665f4176-1b1d-f24b-855b-70885ee2c315
18.9 9.5 691aee0c-8599-1b4f-bb45-cfee2704d8ff
14.2 4.5 6f109ac1-f00c-2f4d-b7c7-85d0dca076b6
12.9 2.6 7ccc89e0-120d-244f-91a1-3fbd87a5cd04
7.0 2.8 7d678e32-1faf-3c4f-a628-6c149c7cd4c6
11.9 5.0 b5cc0e61-9160-a445-b86e-80bda3513e94
37.5 6.9 cc266e1b-2047-5842-ad5d-170ab21a44a8
16.9 9.1 ebbfa8c5-4778-7548-b458-32283a887921
16.9 5.6 Using the 20 video lectures
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A.2 Second phase: Intelligent Interaction
In Table A.2 we can observe the detailed results of the second phase for the professors
who use the intelligent interaction. WER1 is the recognised WER of the video, and
WER2 the remaining WER after the supervision by the professor with the intelligent
interaction. As observed, intelligent interaction cannot guarantee perfect transcrip-
tions, but it significantly reduces recognition errors to provide usable transcriptions
that convey the meaning. Also, in Table A.3 we can observe the results for the
professors who switched to the manual supervision, leaving the transcription perfect.
Tables A.2: Detailed results of the second phase with intelligent interaction
WER1 WER2 RTF Video Lecture ID
16.3 11.5 4.3 0014de31-e740-634c-9699-96028ee4ba8a
10.9 3.1 1.0 25d72d38-8a10-084c-ac89-5c485aa32fc1
7.1 5.4 1.3 25eeb273-241f-944b-bf97-1c2905f4ba20
17.7 8.6 1.3 294d3ae5-2bd3-574e-a0ac-cd05b8e207ee
14.1 11.0 3.6 30fa1e01-0b7a-cb48-8faa-0a1a895707fe
20.2 7.4 1.1 4be3a364-2b08-cd45-aee9-52471a334ce1
25.2 11.5 2.9 4ce41182-d585-084c-b738-c4edcfd8d845
7.7 4.5 4.7 668f3d83-3f87-254e-8295-404d01767b3b
21.9 19.0 2.5 8e8fd4e9-29cd-2047-800a-0b18fe02fdd7
21.0 10.0 1.8 8f547b97-f7f1-554e-9dc9-1be76e673857
14.1 8.3 2.0 9c342ba1-51a6-1940-844f-08d30954ad35
16.4 10.4 1.3 9f485a94-c32d-5e48-995e-3744f300c711
10.1 7.2 3.7 a3ed41a4-e566-804d-96d5-5b2d0de4cb07
11.8 4.1 1.3 d558503e-a791-f440-a352-119432196012
16.8 6.8 0.9 edd4ff13-e135-b44a-8948-d89a78baee98
8.7 3.4 2.7 f1962dec-4be0-2641-a97e-4fcb3c643d43
12.3 4.2 0.9 f30af1b1-f84a-ef42-a560-c779cbbbbdd2
10.9 5.3 1.8 fa5c497e-a335-6349-9f05-11c997bb418f
14.5 8.0 2.2 Using the 18 video lectures
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Tables A.3: Detailed results of the second phase with manual supervision
WER RTF Video Lecture ID
18.0 3.9 06fa1a41-5dc7-da41-ad31-552f3ca3fd08
30.0 7.5 14c019fe-1d92-b144-a554-ae8a7718ca2c
9.5 1.8 15ae16bb-faa2-7a4a-a589-d082a2f3bb1c
21.0 6.7 219f4a5f-626b-0e4a-b004-c5c43821647b
19.0 5.6 3427dd38-7587-104e-9554-2c1940e033ac
37.2 7.8 34bdd7be-0a94-de4f-86af-466fefe264d4
10.4 4.3 353abbf4-3235-7048-8b58-658304283843
23.9 5.5 3622ddc7-a039-9d4e-9155-b2b84a383f06
26.3 5.5 382b4d71-e61e-d54d-9255-29ac5e3b723c
40.1 6.7 4362e220-633c-f947-a2eb-94d85a4514ef
8.1 3.2 4caaa4ec-fc68-704a-b0b8-88253c6221bd
15.8 6.7 6813b61b-403c-0e45-b26a-c54f9a30c7fc
23.9 9.0 6d24af05-8a7f-894d-905b-dada5ffd509c
22.1 6.0 6e7d2dc9-c8d7-1144-8db7-33c58545d059
16.0 3.3 838459ea-d46e-654e-b233-0aadd9a76b08
17.1 3.8 89e57f6e-48ff-e44c-aa02-c2fc35249640
13.4 8.8 93b26d6c-2d4c-864c-8d7e-8ae3bdf2af2f
18.1 3.8 bccd2059-fbaa-0648-b2f2-50c4de609575
20.9 4.7 dde5136b-05e4-9a4c-9512-ca5fa12ead8d
12.9 6.6 e1fa9283-d11c-7449-9d15-bddbab34e95b
12.8 2.6 e5ceaaa8-ecd2-054a-9259-c7031d80d404
25.6 4.5 f1e773cb-8dee-3e44-80fe-83f4adcaf316
19.5 5.2 Using the 22 video lectures
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A.3 Third phase: Two-step Supervision
In Table A.4 we can observe the detailed results of the two-step supervision, for each
video lecture supervised. W1 is the recognised WER obtained by the TLK toolkit,
W2 is the WER after the first round, and W3 the WER after the re-transcription with
the supervised massive adaptation. The reference is the final transcription corrected
by the professor after the second round. Also, R1 is the RTF used on the first round,
R2 the RTF used on the second round, and R the global RTF used on the third phase.
Tables A.4: Detailed results of the third phase with two-step supervision
W1 W2 W3 Video Lecture ID R1 R2 R
58.1 47.7 44.9 12b81cf8-0a3d-2640-8c6c-ea83be0cc5e9 1.7 4.5 6.1
22.9 19.4 13.1 2f7d2b9e-430e-904d-99ce-be87d77f7805 0.8 2.6 3.4
47.0 36.4 19.0 3abe471f-972f-e04a-9fd0-b4a21c9dad8d 1.6 2.9 4.5
24.0 21.0 18.8 47f830c4-5a46-0d41-9037-8f71394efa46 0.7 3.4 4.0
25.0 16.3 11.2 5b168b3d-eccf-1b46-a3cf-743d77a2a3af 2.6 3.5 6.1
25.0 24.8 17.1 5b4ae1ef-ac01-9f45-85bb-f269eec2846f 0.3 2.4 2.7
35.3 28.6 21.9 734fb837-cec8-ca44-aa76-38740873bc79 1.9 3.9 5.8
40.6 30.0 15.6 797b7c07-1e25-f84e-8acf-4608a7d15778 1.6 2.4 4.0
21.8 21.3 17.3 8fb7c9dc-b70c-4b42-b26c-66791b26de69 1.2 5.8 7.0
39.9 38.2 33.2 baaac6b1-eecb-844f-ab6b-a4a676f69c02 0.8 4.9 5.7
17.6 13.8 12.5 c506ace5-df46-ea48-9431-4286595813a7 1.7 2.8 4.4
22.0 18.0 11.7 dbd9d1fc-b618-5f46-96c2-5682f2c1d53c 0.9 2.5 3.4
24.8 23.3 16.6 df22c85d-6edf-4748-9279-7a05dedd2017 0.5 6.2 6.7
28.8 21.2 16.1 e66535a1-abc6-9b48-9eac-fba3ec99bbe4 1.8 4.4 6.2
16.8 15.6 9.8 f1eeb2f7-3f7b-184e-bc1f-1a2045a0b9b8 0.9 2.1 3.0
17.7 16.0 13.8 f4a4c8f8-c885-4849-b312-e01fac526dfe 1.1 2.7 3.9
27.3 21.7 21.7 93c0367b-ce4c-224b-9864-15247a11742f 1.7 3.9 5.5
32.7 30.6 32.2 3bac5996-7696-fd4c-a638-01fb6082cb24 1.3 7.2 8.5
49.0 43.4 50.3 cd795506-8a71-3c4a-b3d8-76d2a20abf3c 1.5 4.9 6.3
28.6 24.1 26.7 514509df-4812-2546-b736-098a191b6521 2.0 3.9 5.9
33.9 24.8 14.0 8b6ac1c3-905e-764f-8fc7-752104c72e03 3.3 5.1 8.4
35.4 27.8 11.3 9095cf0a-0fcd-8749-b349-7d8ff441e16e 2.1 3.9 5.9
23.3 19.5 9.1 93edbcf1-ef9e-5644-90cd-3b6561b37df2 2.0 2.5 4.5
25.4 19.1 9.2 9f98fa1a-1ab5-9246-b9d5-5bb1f710e29d 1.9 2.4 4.3
29.9 27.5 21.1 a060bb64-7a23-1f41-b365-b0ce7465db92 0.5 3.2 3.7
27.1 24.9 27.3 ae1cc70d-2fa0-d14a-97ce-59a953a221ee 0.6 4.9 5.5
28.4 25.0 18.7 Using the 26 video lectures 1.4 3.9 5.3
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B.1 Content of the Satisfaction Survey
After each phase the professors have completed a brief satisfaction survey to obtain
their subjective impressions about our systems. This satisfaction survey has two
parts: 10 questions evaluated on the 1-10 range in order to capture the quality of the
different aspects of our system, and 3 brief free questions to allow the communication
of the opinion of the professors. The first 10 questions are listed below:
1. I am satisfied with how easy it is to use this system
2. I can effectively complete my work using this system
3. I can complete my work quicker than doing it from scratch
4. I feel comfortable using this system
5. It was easy to learn to use this system
6. The help information of this system is clear
7. The organization of information on screen is clear
8. I like using the interface of this system
9. This system has all the functions that I expect to have
10. Overall, I am satisfied with this system
The last 3 questions are the listed below, and can be filled with any text which
wants the professor, to communicate their opinions and possible improvements to us.
1. If you were to add new features to the player, which ones would be?
2. If you had to work daily with this player, what would you like to change?
3. Additional Comments
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B.2 Results of the Satisfaction Survey
In Table B.1 we can observe the detailed results of the first 10 questions of the
satisfaction survey for each phase. As we can observe the best system is the used on
the first phase, because it is very simple and effective. The system used in the second
phase receive a lower overall score, highlighting a very low mark in question "This
system has all the functions that I expect to have". This is because the professors
objective is to leave perfect transcriptions and the interaction model used in this
phase does not allow this. In the third phase, despite we reduce a bit the time needed
by professors on the supervision task, the survey is not as good as in the first phase
because they must do the supervision in two phases, restriction that they dislike.
Tables B.1: Results of the satisfaction survey on each phase
Question Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
1 9.4 7.8 7.5
2 9.4 6.7 7.7
3 9.2 6.6 7.4
4 9.0 6.5 7.3
5 9.7 8.1 8.6
6 8.7 8.1 8.5
7 9.0 8.4 8.7
8 9.0 6.9 7.4
9 8.6 5.6 7.1
10 9.0 6.9 7.4
avg 9.1 7.2 7.8
It is important to note that the novelty of the application in the first phase has also
affected the results, since in the first phase the professors saw a great improvement,
and show this great improvement over the other two phases compared to the first is
complicated. So, probably, if we presented first the third phase, it would have received
a better score. However, the relevant answers to the other 3 questions reinforce and
complement these conclusions. In the first phase only small usability details and new
features were reported as we can see below:
1. Limit the segments to 20 words.
2. Allow to change the font size and color.
3. Allow to download the subtitles.
4. Auto-supervise segments listened.
5. Search and Replace functionality.
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6. Automatically save the supervisions.
7. Reduce the initial loading time.
In the second phase, all the reports clearly show us that the intelligent interaction
model requires a complete review, since all the reports propose changes on fundamen-
tal aspects of the model.
1. Allow to edit words out of the intelligent interaction guide.
2. Unlimited use of the expansion arrows to allow correct the entire segment.
3. Auto validate one correct word all the times that appears in the transcription.
4. Allow to return backward through the intelligent interaction changes.
5. Automatically remove consecutive repeated words before the supervision.
Finally, in the third phase the suggestions indicate that although with this two-
step supervision the professors perceive a little improvement on time and transcription
quality, this improvement is not relevant enough to encourage them to perform the
supervision in two rounds instead of in one.
1. I spent a similar time reviewing the last two videos and the first received.
2. The transcription has been improved compared with that received in the first
phase.
As we can see, the use of the satisfaction survey has helped us to capture valuable
information about the evaluations, in order to greatly improve all our systems.
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